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SARAH HALIMI ASSASSINATED BY HER NEIGHBOUR DESERVES A TRIAL FOR
JUSTICE 
26 000 PEOPLE PROTEST ASK FOR JUSTICE

Paris, Washington DC, 25.04.2021, 14:55 Time

USPA NEWS - On the night of April 3 to 4, he rang the doorbell of a friendly family, the Diara, of Malian origin like him. His excitement
scares them, he shouts "Allah Akbar!" But it is not them that he attacks. He enters the adjoining balcony. The one in Sarah Halimi's
apartment. He forces the French window, surprises her in her sleep, knocks her, "the massacre" before defeating her, in the words of
Counsel Jean-Alex Buchinger, lawyer with Counsel David-Olivier Kaminski of the three children and the brother of the victim. The
victim suffered a sudden beat before being defenestrtated, by his balcony. The police will arrest Traore when he returns to the Diara's
apartment, which is very quiet. He did not get angry until much later, during police custody. It will then take eight men to control it. This
behavior will allow the murderer to be interned at the psychiatric hospital of Saint-Maurice. Source: Marianne 

THE POLICE DID NOT INTERVENE IMMEDIATELY-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
That night of April 4, 2017, of the savage attack on Sarah Halimi by her neighbor Kobili Traore, which bathed the victim in a pool of
blood, after breaking into her home, while she was sleeping. It was other African neighbors, "The Diara", who, distraught when Traore
burst in, called the police. At around 4:28 am, three policemen arrive and the Diara throw the keys to them in the courtyard before
returning to barricade themselves at the back of their kitchen. A few minutes later, other reinforcements from the 75 anti-crime brigade
(BAC) emerge. Until 5 o'clock in the morning, during Sarah's agony and assassination, the police are there, the neighbors are massed
at the windows. The police arrested, later on, Kobili Traore when he returns to the Diara's apartment, which is very quiet. He did not
get angry until much later, during police custody. It will then take eight men to control it. This behavior will allow the murderer to be
interned in the psychiatric hospital of Saint-Maurice. Some record the incantations of Traore, the "Sheitan!" "," Satan! »That the
executioner throws at the woman whom he tortures and kills. In perfect control of himself, in “overstimulation”, relates the investigation
report, Traore yells at the attention of the police who have pointed a searchlight: “Watch out, a woman is going to commit suicide!
Before throwing her from the top of the three floors. (Source: Marianne )

LAWYERS LAUNCH PROCEEDINGS IN ISRAEL TO OBTAIN JUSTICE AND ESPECIALLY A TRIAL---------------------
On December 19, 2019, after an adversarial debate in a public hearing, the Paris Court of Appeal recognized the anti-Semitic nature
of the crime but declared Kobili Traore criminally irresponsible, and ordered his hospitalization with security measures for 20 years.
Seized of an appeal, the Court of Cassation confirmed on April 14 its criminal irresponsibility, ruling that the law "does not distinguish
according to the origin of the mental disorder which caused the perpetrator to lose consciousness of his actions".

PDT MACRON HAD PROMISED TO THE JEWISH COMMUNITY A TRIAL FOR SARAH HALIMI DURING HIS VISIT TO
JERUSALEM IN JANUARY 2020-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The President of the French Republic Emmanuel Macron, who had promised a trial to (Civil Party Appeal in Cassation who is the
French Surpeme Court ) Sarah Halimi, during his visit to Jerusalem on January 23, 2020, before the French Jewish community living
in Israel "This constitutes a possible way by law,. But I have received so many letters, heard so much excitement, seen so much rage,
anger at the idea, deep down, that justice is never done. He reminds us that French justice has recognized the anti-Semitic nature of
this crime. And he adds: “I know the demand for a trial that must be held. The question of criminal responsibility is the business of the
judges, the question of anti-Semitism is that of the Republic. President Macron then also recalled the independence of justice in
France:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
“I know how much emotion is still strong in this context after the decision rendered by the Paris Court of Appeal. From where I am
speaking to you, I cannot speak to you with my heart because I am the guarantor of the independence of justice, of the cardinal
principles of our Penal Code. The President of the Republic does not have to comment on a court decision or claim to question it. »He
concluded. A year later, President Macron spoke out, following general anger and demonstrations by more than 26,000 people, which
were held in France in Trocadero and (Facing the Musee de l'Homme symbolically, where the Universal Declaration of Human Rights),
Bordeaux, Marseille, Strasbourg and Tel Aviv, Sunday April 25, that "Deciding to take narcotics and then become" like crazy "should
not in my eyes remove your criminal responsibility", he commented on Sunday, and asked for a legislative change.



THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE ERIC DUPOND MORETTI HAS ANNOUNCED A BILL TO FILL THIS LEGAL VACUUM FOR THE
END OF MAY----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The court decision in the Sarah Halimi case, which aroused great emotion and anger throughout France (Demonstration of more than
26,000 people in Paris, Bordeaux, Strasbourg, Marseille and Tel Aviv in Israel, in any case had the merit of advancing the legislation,
concerning the irresponsibility linked to the taking of substance type drugs. The Minister of Justice Eric Dupond Moretti announced, on
Sunday April 25, the presentation "at the end of May" in the Council of Ministers of 'a bill aimed at "filling" a "legal vacuum" after the
Court of Cassation confirmed the criminal irresponsibility of the murderer of Sarah
Halimi.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
François Molins, General Attorney of the French Supreme Court, explained in an interview in the Journal Le Monde now that the
decision had been rendered "in accordance with the rule of law". "Justice does not issue any license to kill," he said. "The emotion
aroused by this decision undoubtedly reveals that the law is not adapted", admitted Mr. Molins, however, while warning Parliament
against the temptation to "legislate in an emergency and under pressure. emotion ”. --------------------------
The mayor of Paris Anne Hidalgo (French Socialist Left Wing) announced that the city of Paris, was going to give the name of Sarah
Halimi to her name… This will never bring Sarah Halimi back to life and will not calm the victims of violence in France who have
become too numerous and unpunished by their attackers… who then reoffend, swells with overconfidence.
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